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Accounting Procedures for Steamship Companies
Graduation Thesis by Ovidio Nole, Pace Institute, New York
SOME of the characteristics and methods used in recording the transactions of a steamship company will be the subject of discussion. The subject can be subdivided and discussed under 
the following headings: (1) classification of assets;
(2) the controlling accounts and subsidiary records;
(3) the recording of transactions applicable directly 
to the operations of a steamer; (4) operating 
statements; (5) the recording of lay-up expenses, 
lay-up returns, and trading returns claims.
The discussion will be carried on in the order 
stated.
The general classification of the assets of a 
steamship company can be divided as to fixed, 
current, and deferred. In order properly to 
determine the depreciation on such assets as 
steamers, terminals, wharf equipment, and other 
property, a subsidiary record or analysis is kept, 
showing in detail the nature of the property.
General Ledger Controls
The following General Ledger controls are 
peculiar to a steamship company passenger office: 
Advances to Captains and Pursers; Incompleted 
Voyage Expenses; Incompleted Voyage Earnings.
The Passenger Office Controlling Account in the 
General Ledger would control the Passenger 
Office Ledger. This ledger would contain accounts 
with individual ticket agents and branch offices 
for money due from sales of passenger tickets. 
It would also contain accounts for revenue stamps 
purchased and for collections made for revenue 
stamps. The “revenue stamps” referred to are 
stamps of five dollars each which are placed on all 
passenger tickets sold, and for which the passenger 
pays in addition to his regular fare ticket. Hence,
the Passenger Office Ledger contains the detail 
of passage tickets sold.
Advances to Captains’ and Pursers’ Account 
control the Captains’ and Pursers’ Ledger which 
contains an account with the captains and pursers 
of each ship. All money advanced during a voyage 
is charged to their respective accounts. Cash 
advanced to the captain for wages due the crew is 
charged to his account. At the end of the voyage, 
which is the time the steamer finishes discharge 
at the home port, the captains and pursers make a 
settlement of their accounts. The captain usually 
produces the pay-roll, signed by each member of 
the crew, and submits vouchers for any other 
disbursements he has made on account of the 
steamer. The disbursements are classified and 
the charges made to the proper accounts, and the 
captain is credited.
Expense and Earnings Record
The Incompleted Voyage Expenses and In- 
completed Voyage Earnings accounts in the 
General Ledger control the Expense and Earnings 
Record. This record contains an account with 
each steamer and voyage. On one side of the 
Ledger Sheet the expenses are recorded, and on 
the other side the earnings are recorded. As it is 
the object of steamship accounting to know the 
profit or loss per voyage, the record compiling this 
information will now be fully discussed. This 
record is called the “Expenses and Earnings 
Record,” the expanse section being supported by 
a detailed analysis.
Every voyage a steamer makes is numbered 
consecutively. All charges made for the account 
of a particular steamer must be classified as to
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account number, steamer name, and voyage 
number. The account numbers are obtained from 
a chart of accounts. To illustrate the classification 
of charges, the following example will serve the 
purpose. A bill is received for provisions pur­
chased and supplied the S. S. Hudson, to be used on 
voyage No. 1. From this bill a voucher is pre­
pared, showing the charge to be made to the 
S. S. Hudson, Voyage No. 1, and accounts No. 10 
and No. 15. Account No. 10 represents provisions 
for the passenger department, and account No. 15 
represents provisions for the crew. The voucher 
would then be entered in the Voucher Register, 
giving the voucher number, the date of the bill, 
the name of the vendor, the steamer name, the 
voyage number, and the total amount of the bill 
would be entered in Voyage Expense column. 
The postings to the account numbers would be made 
direct from the voucher to the Operating Expense 
Analysis sheet that would be provided for the 
S. S. Hudson, Voyage No. 1. Thus, the Operating 
Expense Analysis shows the classes of expenses in 
primary accounts. A summary of the Voyage 
Expense column of the Voucher Register would be 
made up at the end of the month, and the total 
charge to each steamer and voyage is ascertained. 
The summary total of each steamer and voyage 
thus ascertained should agree with the total of all 
postings on the Operating Expense Analysis 
Record for each particular steamer and voyage.
The summary entry to close the Voucher Register 
for the month would be as follows:
Dr. Cr.
INCOMPLETED VOYAGE EXPEN­
SES .............................................. $ 150,000 .............
S. S. Hudson No. 1 $60,000 ................................
S. S. Hudson No. 2 90,000 ................................
MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES . . 50,000 ..............
To VOUCHERS PAYABLE ................. $ 200,000
The Incompleted Voyage Expenses of $150,000 
would be posted to the General Ledger Account, 
and the individual steamer totals are posted to 
their respective accounts in the Expense and 
Earnings Record.
The classification of the revenue affords no 
complicated problem, as the classes of income are 
few; namely, passenger revenue, freight revenue, 
mail revenue, excess-baggage revenue, and bar 
and slop (i.e., store) earnings. In recording these 
items, a debit is made to Cash or Accounts Receiv­
able, and a credit to Incompleted Voyage Earnings 
in the General Ledger. The individual steamers 
and voyages accounts in the Expense and Earnings 
Record would receive credit for the corresponding 
amount.
At the end of a voyage, there are adjustments to 
be made of materials that have been charged to a 
particular steamer and voyage which still remain 
on board to be used for the subsequent voyage. 
Therefore, an inventory is made of such items 
as fuel, provisions, general supplies, and bar 
supplies, and an entry is passed, charging the 
subsequent voyage and crediting the finished 
voyage. Charges for depreciation and insurance 
expired on the steamer are prorated on the number
of days the voyage has consumed times the daily 
rate.
The steamer may complete its voyage and 
begin the next, but all items pertaining to the last 
voyage would not be through the books. This is 
due to the fact that expenditures are incurred by 
the steamer at foreign ports, and some time elapses 
before accounts are received from foreign agents. 
For this reason, it is the practice to leave a voyage 
open for sixty days; and at the end of this period, 
the voyage is closed by the following entries:
OPERATING EXPENSES . . . Dr...................
To INCOMPLETED VOYAGE EX­
PENSES, S. S. Hudson No. 1....................... Cr.
INCOMPLETED VOYAGE REVE­
NUES, S. S. Hudson No. 1 . . Dr...................
To OPERATING EARNINGS ....................... Cr.
From the foregoing entries, it will be noticed 
that the Operating Expenses and Operating Earn­
ings accounts in the General Ledger are Profit and 
Loss accounts, and that the Incompleted Voyage 
Expenses and Incompleted Voyage Revenue ac­
counts are deferred or balance-sheet items. Thus, 
the incompleted voyages are not taken into 
Profit and Loss until sixty days after completion. 
In the event that it is desired to close a voyage to 
Profit and Loss before this period, an estimated 
amount of disbursements and revenue that is 
likely to come through is set up. This estimate 
being reversed at the time the actual items come 
through. After the sixty-day period, there are 
items that come through applicable to closed 
voyages, in which case they are charged to the last 
open voyage of the particular steamer.
Final Operating Statement
With all the information as to the revenue and 
expenditures for a particular steamer and voyage 
recorded in the Expense and Earnings Record and a 
detailed classification of all expenses on the Operat­
ing Expense Analysis, a final Operating Statement 
is then prepared. This statement shows the totals 
of each class of revenue and expense, with the net 
profit or loss of the voyage. These statements are 
usually compared with statements of similar 
voyages, and the difference in result carefully 
noted. Other notations are submitted, so that a 
complete explanation is given to account for the 
result as shown by the Operating Statement. An 
Itinerary, which shows the dates of sailings and 
arrivals of the steamer at the various ports, is also 
appended to the operating statement, in order to 
show the number of days the voyage has consumed, 
and the time it has taken the steamer to reach 
the various ports; and the time that has elapsed 
between the arrival and departure at a particular 
port accounts for the time consumed in loading and 
discharging the steamer. The Itinerary often 
discloses very important information in arriving 
at the reason why the steamer shows a loss or a 
small profit.
A steamer is frequently placed in dry dock to 
undergo repairs; the expenses incurred by its
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being laid-up and not being in operation are not 
chargeable to any particular voyage, consequently 
they are charged to Lay-up Expenses, which is 
treated as a general expense in the Profit and Loss 
Statement.
The provision in the ordinary marine insurance 
policy for Lay-up returns provides for a percentage 
refund of the premium paid in case the steamer is 
laid up. A steamer waiting to load or discharge is 
not considered a “lay-up.” The steamer must be 
laid up to undergo repairs, in order to receive the 
refund on the premium paid. Hence, as soon as 
the policy of insurance expires, the lay-up periods 
of a steamer should be ascertained, and a sworn 
statement is prepared and submitted to the 
insurance company.
In case a policy of insurance is taken on a 
steamer for world-wide limits, which means that 
the steamer is hot confined to any particular route 
or trade, and in case it has only confined itself to a 
coastwise service during the period of insurance,
the steamship company can collect a trading return 
from the insurance company, which is a percentage 
of the premium paid. Hence, there are different 
rates of insurance as there are different trade 
courses the steamers follow. Therefore, it is 
important that the steamers be assigned to par­
ticular trades, and that insurance is provided for 
the service pursued.
In case a steamer comes in contact with another, 
it is considered a collision. Only three fourths of 
the loss sustained is recoverable from the insurance 
underwriters. The full loss is not paid by the 
underwriters in order to penalize the steamship 
company, and in order that proper care is exercised 
in operating the vessel. As already explained, the 
mutual association operates for the benefit of its 
members, consequently, a claim for the remaining 
one fourth of the loss is collectable from the asso­
ciation. When recording claims for collisions, three 
fourths of the amount of the loss is chargeable to 
the underwriters and one fourth to the association.
Biographical Sketches of Pace Students Who Have Made Good
Miss Adelaide K. Denk, Manager, Coast Branch, J. E. Brulatour, Hollywood, Cal.
F
ROM the address, one might 
assume that Miss Denk was, 
to speak colloquially, “in the 
movies.” In an indirect way, 
she is, but strictly in a business capacity. 
Miss Denk now holds the responsible 
position of manager of the coast branch 
of J. E. Brulatour, distributor of sen­
sitive films for motion pictures manu­
factured by the Eastman Kodak Com­
pany, of Rochester, New York. Miss 
Denk assumed the duties of this position 
in November, 1921. Prior to that time, 
she was private secretary to Mr. 
Brulatour in his New York office.
Pace Institute has always numbered 
the women members of its student body 
as among its most capable students. 
It is highly gratifying to the Institute, 
and will be equally inspiring to the many 
women who are now studying Account­
ancy and Business Administration to 
read of the business success which has 
already come to Miss Denk.
“I feel greatly honored to have you 
ask for data on my career, because I 
have always liked my work so much 
that I have never thought of it as a 
career.” These are Miss Denk’s words 
—the words of one who is so wrapped up 
in her work that it is never drudgery. 
It is not even a career. Miss Denk has 
not lived apart from her work. It is 
her whole interest, and her success 
attests her capability. The readers of 
this Magazine, both men and women, 
will, we know, be interested in following 
this brief outline of Miss Denk’s business 
achievements up to this time.
Miss Denk was bom and brought up 
in New York City. At the age of 
thirteen, she was graduated from ele­
mentary school, and a year later began 
work in the publishing office of B. W. 
Huebsch, New York City, where she 
remained for three years. Conditions 
were such that she could not attend high
school in the daytime, but, nothing 
daunted, she enrolled for evening study 
in the Harlem Evening High School for 
Women, and obtained in this way the 
education which many girls, who are 
forced to forego it in the daytime, never 
get. Miss Denk’s first work with 
B. W. Huebsch was purely clerical— 
addressing envelopes and folding cir­
culars—but by close application, in the 
short space of three years, she rose to 
the position of general office and book­
keeper’s assistant.
Realizing that her business advance­
ment would be greatly expedited if she 
were to obtain a knowledge of 
stenography and typewriting, Miss 
Denk left the employ of B. W. Huebsch 
to take a daytime course in stenography 
and typewriting in a New York business 
school. She completed this work in four 
months, and at the same time was 
graduated from the Harlem Evening 
High School for Women.
In the fall of 1914, Miss Denk was 
engaged as a stenographer by R. J. 
Mansfield, a consulting engineer of 
New York City, and in three months, so 
proficient was her work, she was made 
private secretary to Mr. Mansfield. 
She remained in this position for four 
years, resigning in the spring of 1918 
to become private secretary to J. E. 
Brulatour in his New York office. More 
and more responsibility was placed upon 
Miss Denk, and when, in November, 
1921, the manager of the Hollywood 
(California) branch of J. E. Brulatour 
died suddenly, Miss Denk was called 
upon to cross the continent at a moment’s 
notice and assume charge of the Pacific 
Coast office at Hollywood. This position 
she now holds.
Even after she obtained her high­
school training and her knowledge of 
stenography and typewriting, Miss 
Denk was still not satisfied with her
equipment for business. Accordingly, 
on October 21, 1918, she enrolled for 
Accountancy study at Pace Institute, 
and completed the special course in 
Accounting for Women which the 
Institute offered during the war-time 
period.
With all the success that she has 
attained, Miss Denk still is a great 
believer in the old-fashioned adage that 
nothing in business takes the place of 
hard work. Miss Denk says, “In my 
opinion, there is no field of opportunity 
in business open to the girl who is not 
willing to spend any time in fitting 
herself for the position higher up. Very 
often, when I have recommended courses 
in Accountancy and advanced business 
practice to my co-workers, I have been 
told, ‘I have so many things to do 
evenings, I wouldn’t have time,’ or, ‘I’m 
too tired to study at night.’ The 
woman who is honestly interested in her 
work and wants to succeed is not tired 
out at the end of the day, and those 
who have other things to do value those 
things more than success and, therefore, 
will never attain it.
“Without the proper training, by 
which I mean a thorough education in 
Accountancy and all the elements of 
business practice, one can not expect 
to succeed. A firm determination, how­
ever, to equip one’s self properly for 
business, no matter what the personal 
sacrifices, will eventually accomplish its 
end. To the properly trained woman, 
I know that business to-day offers untold 
possibilities.
“I want to say that the Course in 
Accountancy which I took at Pace 
Institute has been of inestimable help 
to me, particularly in my present 
position. I very strongly recommend it 
to any woman contemplating a business 
career, or to those who desire to advance 
in their present positions.”  
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Some Salient Points in the Commercial Law 
of South America
By Francis M. Anderson, LL.B., of the Law Faculty, Pace Institute, Washington, D. C.
Editor’s Note: This is the third of a series of articles by Mr. Anderson 
dealing with the commercial laws of South American countries. Copies of the 
Magazine containing the first and the second articles are available.
THE very corner-stone of the state—the family, is founded on contract. The life of the individual is a series of contracts; and even in death, he is not divided from them, for the 
undertaker lays the hand of contract on the estate 
of the deceased. As an island is defined as “a body 
of land entirely surrounded by water,” so, from 
the point of view of commercial law, it may be 
said that the merchant is an individual entirely 
surrounded by contracts.
The contract, from the point of view of civil law, 
differs somewhat from the contract under common 
law, and though in large measure similar, the 
similarity may not be relied upon too extensively. 
A discussion of these differences, in this article, 
would be impracticable and much too technical. 
It must suffice to warn the reader that such 
divergency exists.
While the right to contract is defined by the civil 
code, there are a number of the provisions of the 
commercial code relative to the mercantile contract.
In Spanish American law, no contract can exist 
without the consent of at least two persons, and 
unless the agreement is evidenced by offers made 
and accepted. It is of interest to note that the 
parties not only obligate themselves to what is 
formally expressed in the contract, but also to all 
the legal and reasonable consequences which may 
virtually be considered as comprehended within the 
contract.
Classification of Contracts
Contracts may be classified in two ways: one, by 
the method of drawing up the contract; and the 
other, by the value of the object affected by the 
contract. The contract evidenced by a public 
document and the contract evidenced by a private 
document come within the first classification, and 
in the second classification are found the contract 
of the greater amount (mayor cuantia) and the 
contract of the lesser amount (menor cuantia); 
the former being any contract which involves an 
object of a greater value than 200 pesos 
(Argentine), and the latter being one involving a 
lesser amount.
Before treating of contracts evidenced by public 
or private documents, a word must be said in 
reference to the position held by a notary in 
Spanish American countries, and the protocol or 
register in which the notary is bound to enter a 
record of his official acts.
Notaries are not merely licensed characters (such 
as are our notaries public), but public officials,
with the power to inscribe in their registers all 
instruments which must be so registered to be 
valid per se, such as powers of attorney, bills of 
sale, leases, testaments, certain contracts of 
individuals and business associations, and so forth.
To be a notary, one must have served with a 
notary for three years, proved by a certificate 
entered in the Camara; must be of full age and a 
citizen of the country in which he acts; must have 
passed an examination in courses in accordance 
with the curriculum of the national schools of the 
republic (Argentine), an examination on the civil, 
commercial, and penal codes, and on the codes 
of civil, commercial, and criminal procedure, 
together with an examination on the duties of 
notaries public. Lawyers may choose to be 
notaries, if they pass the requirements relative to 
age and citizenship. «
Registry of Documents
If a notary practices in the Federal District of 
Argentine, to have the right to possess a register, 
he must deposit ten thousand pesos in the national 
bank, and must reside within the jurisdiction.
The protocol is the register or book which the 
notary keeps. It is certified to and sealed by the 
court. In this book, the notary enters instruments 
in writing presented to him by the parties signing 
them, so that, by entering them in the protocol, 
they may be considered as public documents. He 
also inscribes in it the instruments drawn up by 
him, and such others as the law requires him to 
enter. A copy of any instrument is given to the 
parties interested, and no other copies may be 
given except by judicial order. The protocol, 
which is opened on the first of the year and closed 
at its conclusion, is, when finished, deposited in 
the public archives. Contracts thus entered in 
the registers of notaries are public documents, and 
copies of these contracts may be received in 
evidence.
In civil law, the procedure in courts in regard to 
testimony is to allow, in most cases, only written 
evidence as fundamental, and oral evidence merely 
as supplementary to, or rather in explanation of, 
ambiguities or confusions in the written evidence. 
The method of producing evidence, as we are 
accustomed to it in our courts, is foreign to civil 
law.
A written instrument of any kind which has been 
received by a court becomes, from the date it is so 
received, a public document.
A private instrument is one that is drawn up
Pace Student
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by the parties themselves, and not entered into 
before a notary or transcribed in his register.
Some contracts which can not be made by a 
private instrument, but must be inscribed in the 
register, are those involving the transmission of 
real property or any rights therein, extra judicial 
distribution of inheritances, contracts for the 
formation of corporations or extending the life of 
their charter, if the capital is of a value of more 
than one thousand pesos. The commercial code, 
however, authorizes the formation of commercial 
enterprises, whatever their capital or form of 
association, upon the condition that they be 
recorded in the commercial register within fifteen 
days. Matrimonial agreements of over one 
thousand pesos, founding annuities, granting of 
managerial powers, cessions of rights arising from 
public written instruments, and payments of 
obligations arising out of public written instruments 
must be evidenced by a public instrument. Unless 
these contracts are reduced to the form of a public 
written instrument, they are not considered as 
concluded.
Unless an instrument intended to be a public 
instrument is made by a public official within his 
proper jurisdiction, and unless it complies with the 
prescribed legal forms, it will have only the value 
of a private instrument, if it is drawn by the 
parties, even though it be not in the full form 
required by private instruments.
Contracts of the greater amount (mayor cuantia) 
must be in writing. Contracts of the lesser amount 
(menor cuantia) may be made by a private 
instrument. Contracts of the greater amount may 
not be proved in court by witnesses until a founda­
tion of written proof be established.
Contracts Involving Real Property
In concluding this point, it may be said that 
contracts of the greater amount and those involving 
real property or rights therein and certain others 
specified by law must be evidenced by a public 
written instrument.
The public written instrument must be:
(1) “Drawn up by a notary and inscribed in 
his register, numbered, attested by his rubric 
and sealed according to the laws in force, and will 
be of no effect unless it is found on the proper 
page of the protocol and under the proper date.
(2) “Written in the national language, an 
interpreter being present if one of the parties
does not understand the language; and the notary 
shall draw up a copy in the language of the parties, 
and it shall be signed by them.
(3) “Drawn, so as to contain the time, place, 
names of the contracting parties, their signatures, 
and the signatures of two witnesses.
(4) “Exactly copied from the original, and such 
a copy delivered to each of the parties to the 
contract.”
A private instrument, as has been stated, if 
allowed in court, is considered, as to third parties, 
as a public instrument from the date of its 
admission in evidence.
Oral evidence, as we understand it, it should 
again be stated, is not allowed in Spanish American 
courts except in cases arising from contracts of the 
lesser amount (under two hundred pesos, Argentine). 
In order to be admissible in evidence in any other case 
of contract, the contract must first be established 
by a public instrument, drawn up in compliance 
with the existing laws, which have been suggested 
to a certain extent in the foregoing statements.
Commercial Contracts—How Proved
Commercial contracts may be proved under the 
provisions of the commercial code by means of, 
and in the general order of, the instrumentalities 
noted, as follows: (1) by notarial instruments; 
(2) by notes made by brokers, and by certified 
extracts from their books; (3) by private docu­
ments, signed by the contracting parties, or by 
some witness at their request and in their name;
(4) by written or telegraphic correspondence; (5) 
by merchants’ books and by accepted invoices; 
(6) by admission of the party and by oath; (7) by 
witnesses.
The commercial code further provides rules for 
the interpretation of mercantile contracts. In case 
of ambiguity of words, the mutual intention of the 
parties shall be sought, and such words must be 
interpreted by clear and precise terms used else­
where in the same document. Clauses susceptible 
of two meanings, the one legal and the other 
invalid, shall be construed in the lawful sense. 
The actions of the parties subsequent to the con­
tract may afford an explanation of their intention 
at the time of making the contract. Transactions 
of merchants are never presumed to be gratuitous. 
In doubtful cases where the confusion can not be 
resolved by the prescribed methods, the interpre­
tation must always be in favor of the obligor.
THE Pace Club of Newark was officially organized on March 4, 1922, by students of Pace Insti­
tute of Newark. The following officers 
were elected:
President, William Yarnold. 
Vice-president, Clarence Wilson. 
Secretary, Chauncey Lewan. 
Assistant Secretary, Miss A. Ginfrida. 
Treasurer, William McDonough. 
Assistant Treasurer, Harvey Bramel. 
Committees will soon be appointed, and
the educational work and social affairs 
for the spring Semester will soon be 
under way.
ARTHUR DOUCETTE, who was 
graduated from the Pace Standardized 
Course in Accountancy and Business 
Administration at Detroit, Michigan, 
in 1911, is now controller of the California 
Chocolate Shops, Inc., 217 West Sixth 
Street, Los Angeles, California.
Mr. Doucette joined this organization 
on February 21, 1921, as credit manager. 
On April 1st, he was elected office 
manager, and shortly after that he was 
made director of sales. Subsequently, 
he became controller. The early years of 
Mr. Doucette’s business life were spent 
in Rochester, New York. He later 
moved to Detroit where he was appointed
auditor of the largest wholesale dry- 
goods company in that city. Resigning 
this position, he practiced public 
accounting in Detroit for a year as a 
member of the firm of Doucette & Reich. 
The California Chocolate Shops, Inc., 
maintain three stores in Los Angeles 
and one in Pasadena.
C. A. KAUFOLD, class B102, Pitts­
burgh School of Accountancy, conducting 
Pace Standardized Courses, has been 
appointed auditor of the Power Piping 
Company, of Pittsburgh. Mr. Kaufold’s 
promotion came within a month after he 
was employed by the company.
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The Amateur Letter Writer
By George M. Lattimer, A.B.
MUCH time that might better be put to other uses is wasted each business day by amateur letter writers. Let us be plain. 
A man may have dictated letters for years, and still 
be very definitely in the amateur class. Un­
doubtedly, he will have attained a certain facility 
in expression; he will have built up a vocabulary 
of business expressions—many of them greatly 
overworked—but, on the other hand, he will 
probably have lost whatever originality of expres­
sion he may have once possessed. Lacking, still, 
practically every characteristic that marks the 
trained correspondent, he is a great waster of 
valuable business time.
Amateurishness shows itself in correspondence, 
just about as it does in any kind of work or 
sport. The expert, the professional, if you will, 
wastes no time; he makes no false motions; his 
every touch is definite and sure. What about 
the amateur letter writer? Let us look in on 
him some morning and observe him in action.
He sits at his desk and nervously runs through 
a pile of mail. He doesn’t wait to marshal any 
facts to serve as the basis of his dictation, but 
rings for his stenographer at once. He is evidently 
under the impression that speed in getting started 
—particularly in getting other people moving—is 
going to be his salvation. With his stenographer 
at his desk, our amateur correspondent picks up 
the first letter and gets off to a good start, about 
like this, “We are in receipt of your favor of the
17th inst., and in reply beg to advise--------------- .”
Soon, though, the dictating mechanism stalls a 
bit, and, before the letter is half finished, it runs 
down altogether. Our friend begins to fidget in 
his chair. He looks out of the window. He turns 
his chair around. He seizes the telephone and 
calls the shipping department to get the number 
of the shipment referred to in the letter he is 
answering. He begins again—hesitates, stops, and 
is lost. Finally, by dint of much hard work, much 
interference with the work of others, and after 
the expenditure of much nervous energy, the letter 
is finished.
Changes Necessitate Rewriting
But our amateur correspondent has taken about 
twice as long as he should to write this letter, and 
we find, to make the whole situation worse, that, 
after the letter is brought for signature, so many 
changes must be made that the stenographer is 
asked to write the letter over again. Even when 
the letter is finally signed and mailed, with all the 
time and energy put upon it, it is by no means a 
brilliant example of the best in letter-writing art. 
Multiply the time our faithful but woefully in­
efficient correspondent has wasted on this one 
letter—his own time, his stenographer’s, and the
time of various departments—by the number of 
letters he dictates during the day, and the result 
would give any careful executive cause for thought.
Now, having observed the result, and having 
seen how the amateur letter writer operates, let us 
remove the cause and change the result—let us 
consider how our amateur correspondent may 
improve himself. In considering methods of 
improvement, we will consider basic training which 
the effective letter writer must either possess or 
get, and certain definite steps in the letter-writing 
procedure itself.
A Good Vocabulary Essential
A good vocabulary is essential to proficiency in 
dictation. Until a letter writer has at his command 
a fairly large stock of words, he can never hope to 
bridge over those awkward pauses in his dictation, 
when he racks his brain, sometimes for minutes 
on end, to catch and hold, and then express, the 
ideas that are in his mind. He may know what he 
wants to say, but he can’t say it. His vocabulary 
is poverty-stricken. Improve, build up the 
vocabulary, and the battle is partly won.
Our proficient correspondent must also know 
how to handle his sentences, so that, with plenty 
of right words at his command, he can put them 
into units that are effective conveyors of clearly 
thought out ideas. Then when he has finished 
dictating his idea on a certain matter, he will know 
that what he has just put together is a good 
sentence, logical, clear, and grammatical, and one 
that will get his idea over, with a minimum of 
effort, to the reader of his letter. He will be 
certain that what he has just constructed is a 
really effective sentence, and not simply a more 
or less miscellaneous assortment of words, begin­
ning with a capital letter, separated by commas, 
and ending with a period. Give a man plenty of 
words, and a fair knowledge of how to combine 
them into working units—sentences—and you 
will do much toward eliminating the chair-turning, 
out-of-the-window-gazing periods in our amateur 
correspondent’s morning.
You will do much, but not all. Certain matters 
in the letter-writing procedure itself must be 
considered. Let us discuss, then, both the methods 
of preparing properly to handle a mass of dictation, 
and the proper way of giving the dictation to the 
stenographer.
Much time is lost when the dictator attempts to 
compile his information and to do his dictating 
at the same time. He wastes, not only his own 
time, but the time of his stenographer—she can do 
nothing while waiting at his desk for him to look 
up certain facts. Also, by not carefully marshaling 
his facts before he begins to dictate, the dictator 
often interferes unduly with the regular work of
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other departments. In handling a day’s mail in 
the average office, it is usually necessary to secure 
certain specific information from other departments 
—information concerning the receipt of goods or 
concerning shipments, information in respect to 
credit, the status of a customer’s account, the 
length of time a certain employee has been with 
the organization, and the like.
On the other hand, let us consider the methods 
of the trained correspondent. He looks carefully 
through all his mail and decides, in a general way, 
on the type of reply he will make to each letter. 
He finds out what information he must get from 
other departments, and he gets it all at one time, 
noting the facts on each letter. Any other matters 
which he wishes to cover in his reply, he also 
notes on each letter. He is then ready to begin 
his dictation. He does not keep his stenographer 
waiting while he composes his reply in his mind, 
and thus waste her time as well as his own, for 
no one composes a letter with ease while his 
stenographer is waiting for the next sentence; 
neither does he make several calls in the course of 
a morning on the same department for information 
which he should have obtained before beginning 
to dictate, and thus interfere unduly in the work of 
that particular department.
Clean-cut dictation, given without interruption, 
because the dictator possesses a good vocabulary 
and a working knowledge of the principles of 
sentence construction, as well as having his facts 
carefully marshaled, does much toward the elimina­
tion of the “re-write” evil—that omnipresent 
bugbear of stenographic departments. If any 
executive will make a test extending over a period, 
let us say, of a week, of the number of letters in 
his department that are rewritten, because the 
dictator, in the first place, was not sure of just
what he wanted to say, he may secure a result that 
will both astound and worry him. Time taken to 
correct and rewrite a letter, which should have 
been correctly dictated in the first place, is time 
utterly lost. By investigating this condition and 
taking definite steps to remedy it, many an 
executive has been able to operate his department 
with a reduced, but much more efficient personnel.
We must be fair in this matter, and must realize 
that even after following all of these suggestions, 
the correspondent, trained and expert though he 
may be, will run now and then into a snag—his 
vocabulary will be with him, and his knowledge of 
sentence construction; he may have all the neces­
sary facts carefully arranged before him; but 
somehow or other the right word combination will 
not come. In times like these, familiar to all 
trained correspondents, he will usually find that 
he had best push right ahead and finish his letter, 
even though individual words and sentence com­
binations may not thoroughly satisfy him. If he 
stops too long with each troublesome sentence, he 
will find himself getting deeper and deeper in 
the mire of indecision. He had best go ahead. 
When the letter comes back, it may not look so 
bad after all.
So much business is carried on to-day by means 
of letters, that the amateur correspondent owes it 
to himself and to his organization to get out of the 
novice class just as soon as he can; by study and 
reading, to build up a vocabulary and a definite 
understanding of the principles of sentence con­
struction, and by paying careful attention to the 
technique of dictation, to eliminate the delays 
and wasted time that now mar his work. Business 
has no place or future for the time-waster, whether 
he sins knowingly or because he does not realize his 
shortcomings.
H. A. HOPF & COMPANY, manage­
ment engineers, 40 Rector Street, New 
York City, announce the appointment 
of Walter S. MacArthur, formerly of 
Armour & Company, as Western repre­
sentative, with offices in the Webster 
Building, 237 South La Salle Street, 
Chicago, Illinois.
ALVIN F. BLACKSMITH, Class 
C2402, Pace Institute, New York, has 
just accepted, through the Pace Agency 
for Placements, Inc., a position with the 
Radio Corporation of America, New 
York City. Formerly, Mr. Blacksmith 
was employed . by the C. E. Conover 
Company, Red Bank, New Jersey.
SAMUEL C. HYER, C.P.A., a 
graduate of Pace Institute, New York, 
and at the present time Dean of the San 
Francisco Institute of Accountancy, 
San Francisco, Cal., was united in 
marriage on Saturday, January 28, 1922, 
to Miss Elsa McGinnis, daughter of 
Mrs. James K. McGinnis, of Bowling 
Green, Kentucky. The wedding took 
place at Bowling Green. Mr. and Mrs. 
Hyer are now at home at 809 Bush 
Street, San Francisco, California. Mr. 
Hyer’s many friends in New York City 
hasten to extend their congratulations.
CHARLES W. BEHRENS, a former 
student of Pace Institute, New York, 
died suddenly of pneumonia, on 
February 5, 1922. Mr. Behrens began 
his studies at Pace Institute, on Septem­
ber 8, 1919, and throughout his attend­
ance maintained an extraordinary record 
as a student. His attendance record 
was practically perfect, and his written 
work excellent. Mr. Behrens was in the 
employ of Haskins & Sells at the time 
of his death. His career, up to the time 
of his death, gave every indication that 
a successful future in Accountancy 
practice would have been his. All his 
friends at Pace Institute unite in 
expressing to Mr. Behrens’s family 
their deepest sympathy.
WILLIS S. WHITTLESEY, C.P.A., 
formerly of the firm of Whittlesey, 
Wythes & Wilson, New York, and 
EDWARD B. MILLAR, C.P.A., 
formerly of the staff of Price, Water- 
house & Company, New York, an­
nounce the formation of a partnership 
for the general practice of Account­
ancy under the name of Whittlesey 
& Millar, certified public accountants, 
with offices at 20 Vesey Street, New York.
WRIGHT, MENDENHALL & 
WRIGHT, accountants, Kansas City, 
Missouri, announce the dissolution of the 
firm on March 1, 1922. The members 
of the firm will continue the practice 
of public accounting under the names 
of William Mendenhall & Company, 
certified public accountants, 520-521 
American Bank Building, Kansas City, 
Missouri; and Francis A. Wright & 
Company, certified public accountants, 
520-521 American Bank Building, 
Kansas City, Missouri.
MONROE NASH, a former student 
of Pace Institute, Extension Division, 
has opened his own office for the pro­
fessional practice of Accountancy, at
521 High Street, Morris Plan Bank 
Building, Portsmouth, Virginia. Mr. 
Nash formerly held a responsible position 
in the accounting department of the 
Seaboard Railway.
JOSEPH P. McCANN, Pace Institute, 
New York, accepted recently, through 
the Pace Agency for Placements, Inc., 
a position as bookkeeper with the Radio 
Corporation of America, New York 
City. Mr. McCann was formerly with 
the American Underwriters Company,
522 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
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PRE-EXAMINATION REVIEW CLASS PACE INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON
THE members of the Pre-examination Review Class at Pace Institute, Washington, as well 
as their instructors, were finally prevailed upon 
to stop their study long enough to pose for the 
picture above.
Members of this class are doing special review 
work, preparing both for the Institute final exam­
inations and for the various state and other pro­
fessional Accountancy examinations. Dean Paul 
E. Clark, of Pace Institute, Washington, who is 
seated fifth from the right in the front row, has 
charge of the review work in Accounting Theory 
and Practice and Auditing, while Glenn L. Willett, 
of the Law faculty of Pace Institute, Washington,
and a member of the District of Columbia Bar, 
seated fourth from the left in the front row, has 
charge of the review work in Law. The popular­
ity of this special review course with the Wash­
ington students is realized from the fact that 
twenty-one applications for membership in the 
class were refused after the class had reached its 
prescribed quota of fifty students. Mrs. Ethel K. 
Pollard, Assistant Director of Pace Institute, 
Washington, is seated in the center of the front 
row, between Messrs. Clark and Willett.
Pictures of other special class groups in the Bos­
ton, Washington, and New York schools will be 
published in succeeding issues of The Pace Student.
JOSEPH L. MARTIN, a graduate 
of the Pace Courses in Newark, New 
Jersey, was among the successful can­
didates in the November examinations 
set by the American Institute of 
Accountants. Mr. Martin has been 
recommended for membership in the 
Institute. He is now in Tampico, 
Mexico.
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
ACCOUNTANTS announces that the 
spring examinations for this year will be 
held on May 18th and 19th. Applications 
for admission to this examination will 
be received by the Institute up to and 
including April 15th. The offices of the 
American Institute of Accountants are 
at 135 Cedar Street, New York City, 
where application blanks and full 
information may be obtained.
THE PACE CLUB OF PITTSBURGH 
will hold its first annual banquet on 
April 8, 1922. An interesting program of 
speeches and entertainment is now being 
arranged.
ADAM GOTKIEWICZ, Pittsburgh 
School of Accountancy, conducting Pace 
Standardized Courses, recently accepted 
a position in the accounting department 
of Hirsch Brothers Company, Inc., 
Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. B. BAERNCOPF, who was grad­
uated from Pace Institute, New York, 
in June, 1915, is now associated with 
George S. Olive, C.P.A., 901 Hume- 
Mansur Building, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Mr. Baemcopf was formerly with the 
American Merchant Marine Insurance 
Company, of New York City.
R. G. RANKIN & COMPANY, 
public accountants, announce the re­
moval of their office from the Hibbs 
Building, Washington, D. C., to Rooms 
801-802, Wilkins Building, Washington, 
D.C. The manager of the Washington 
office, Wayne Kendrick, C.P.A. (N. C.), 
was a former student at Pace Institute, 
Washington. He passed the final ex­
aminations in July, 1921.
H. A. WYTHES, C.P.A., and F. J. 
WILSON, C.P.A., formerly of the firm 
of Whittlesey, Wythes & Wilson, New 
York, announce the continuance of their 
practice as certified public accountants 
under the name of Wythes & Wilson, 
with offices at 30 Church Street, New 
York City. Mr. Wythes is a graduate 
of Pace Institute, and was for several 
years a valued member of its faculty.
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Master Your Moods
DON’T be swayed by your moods. Admittedly, you can’t get up every morning feeling the same desire and enthusiasm for the day’s work. 
But, so far as your family and business associates 
are concerned, don’t permit the way you happen to 
feel to have its effect on your intercourse with 
them, and on your business judgment. Psychol­
ogists tell us that the mind can control physical 
states of being. Subjugate your moods to your 
will, and soon they will grow more infrequent. 
Thought, not feeling, must guide our business 
judgment throughout the day. Anything else 
would be chaotic, for our feelings change; but our 
mental outlook should be, as Shakespeare says, 
“As constant as the Northern Star, of whose true- 
fixed and resting quality, there is no fellow in 
the firmament.”
Frequently, we marvel at how men who are 
laboring under the load of a great personal sorrow 
can still go about their business, laying out plans, 
making decisions, and handling the many details 
of a business day as though nothing had happened. 
These men are not slaves of their moods. How 
they happen to feel has no effect on their business 
attitude. They are, in truth, masters of them­
selves, and, by virtue of that fact, masters of 
their work as well.
Don’t begin by planning how you are going to 
remain outwardly unperturbed when some big 
sorrow or piece of trouble comes your way, and 
then go all to pieces some morning in the office, 
because you have a headache. Take care of the 
headaches as they come along, and you won’t 
need to make any high resolves about handling the 
big problems. They will take care of themselves. 
Spring Fever
EVERY year about at this time there comes a natural tendency to let down a bit. Some call it “spring fever,” others, “laziness.” Whatever 
the name, it grips many of us when the spring 
afternoons begin to lengthen, and the sun, rich 
with promise of summer, warms the very marrow 
of our beings and invites us to relax and reflect.
Let us not foolishly say, “There is no such 
thing”; and then wonder why we do not seem 
able to accomplish our tasks with our accustomed
dispatch. Let us rather admit that for many of 
us this spring fever does make its annual appear­
ance each year in March or April, does tend to 
retard the current of our activity, does furnish a 
thousand plausible excuses why we should not 
do what our reason tells us should be done. But, 
having admitted the presence of this bugbear, 
let us decide at once upon the proper action to take 
regarding it.
The person who says, “Oh, it’s spring; I simply 
can’t do any work this'afternoon,” is doing nothing 
more nor less than finding an excuse for his own 
laziness. A little perverted thinking of this 
kind and we can find countless reasons why we 
should cut down on all extra effort entirely, and 
do only enough to enable us, in common parlance, 
“to get by.”
Handle the whole spring situation sanely, and 
spring fever becomes an asset instead of the worst 
kind of liability. Get out doors as much as 
possible. Capitulate to the urge of the warm 
sun as much as your work will permit. You will 
find your work and your study taking on new 
interest. Both will be accomplished more easily 
and in less time. Lay out your time carefully. 
Use the early mornings for study. Make definite 
plans for the spring and summer work activities. 
Stick to them. Don’t drift. Spring fever will not 
bother you, and you will be surprised to find 
yourself swinging into a summer of productive 
activity instead of wondering how you are ever 
going to last through until fall.
Look About You
SOME men seem to have an uncanny knack of retaining in their minds miscellaneous bits of information. They may not do it consciously, 
or with any idea that the information will ever be 
particularly valuable. But a, man with this 
proclivity, whether he be junior clerk or major 
executive, is an exceedingly valuable person in any 
office. He usually remembers dates and names. 
He knows geography and transportation routes. 
People go to him for information on various and 
sundry topics. Not often is he compelled to 
disappoint.
This knack, if you will call it that, is more or less 
inherent in many people, but all of us can develop 
it to an appreciable degree. . It is largely due to 
active powers of observation and to a good memory. 
While all of us may not possess a memory that 
we are particularly proud of, we all see things, 
and can, by endeavoring to fix what we see 
definitely in our minds, greatly increase our general 
stock of information. None of us know too much. 
Let us sharpen our powers of perception. Let us 
be on' the watch to lay away in the compartments 
of our mind bits of useful information. They will 
come in handy some time.
It’s better to be known as a man who actually 
completed some of the tasks that he set for himself, 
than as the man who continually planned great things, 
but completed nothing.
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Seventh Annual Banquet, Pace dub of New 
York, Hotel Commodore, April 22nd
AS WAS announced in the last issue 
of The Pace Student, the 
seventh annual banquet and 
dance of Pace students and graduates of 
New York and vicinity will be given 
under the auspices of the Pace Club of 
New York, at the Hotel Commodore, 
on Saturday evening, April 22nd. This 
date is outside the Lenten season, and 
is not too near the end of the month to
keep busy accountants away.
Dinner will be served in the grand 
ballroom promptly at 6:45 P.M. During 
the dinner, there will be community 
singing and musical selections by vocal 
and instrumental soloists especially 
engaged for the occasion. As has been 
the custom in the past, balloons, paper 
hats, and other novelties will be dis­
tributed to add to the fun. Following 






DINNER AT 6:45 SHARP
DANCING UNTIL 2:00 O’CLOCK $3.50 A COVER
reputation will address the banqueters. 
Members of the faculty and staff of 
Pace Institute, New York, Boston, 
Washington, and Newark will be in 
attendance, as well as representatives 
from the local Pace Clubs in. affiliated 
schools teaching the Pace Standardized 
Courses. Dress will be informal, and 
the subscription will be three dollars and 
fifty cents a person.
We can not refrain from publishing a 
few excerpts from a letter received last 
spring from an old-time banqueter who 
attended the sixth annual banquet last 
year. He said in part:
“I had a truly delightful evening and 
I have never, in my twenty-odd years of 
banquet experience, attended an affair 
where the arrangements were better. 
The menu was excellent, the music 
charming, and the community singing 
added much to the spirit of the whole 
occasion.
“If, by accident, you do equal this 
banquet next year, you will make more 
progress than I think is possible. If I 
exist and am within a thousand miles of 
the metropolis, and have health enough 
to attend, you will certainly have me as a 
guest next year. I’ll be there if I have
to spend all my available cash for car­
fare.”
Remarks of this sort bring to us the 
realization of our deep responsibility—a 
responsibility, however, that we are 
eager to assume, as all indications are 
that the seventh annual banquet on 
April 22nd will be fully on a par with 
the enjoyable affairs of the past.
The banquet of the Pace Club is much 
more than a dinner, a few songs, and a 
dance. It is our great social event of 
the year, because it is the annual 
gathering of present students, former 
students, and graduates of the Pace 
Courses. It is the only time that we 
get together as a great group to make 
merry and find out who’s who and why 
in our chosen field. We have the 
advice and cooperation of the Institute 
and the entire faculty, and we can
SATURDAY EVENING 
APRIL TWENTY SECOND 
NINETEEN HUNDRED-TWENTY TWO
safely say that we have engaged the 
finest banquet room in the greater city. 
The Melbrook Country Club Orchestra, 
which created so much favorable com­
ment at our midwinter dance, in 
February, will take care of the musical 
part of the program on April 22nd, and 
will also furnish music for the dancing to 
follow the banquet.
All indications at present are that the 
supply of tickets will be exhausted at 
least a week before the banquet. Advance 
sale in the classes and the promises of 
large delegations from out of town 
indicate that the attendance will be even 
larger than last year. Those who were 
unfortunate enough to miss the banquet 
last year will not make a similar mistake 
this year.
The Committee is anxious to complete 
seating arrangements at as early a date 
as possible, and we ask you to make 
your reservations at once. Tickets 
may be obtained from the Class Council- 
men, at the Club Desk at 30 Church 
Street, New York, or you may send your 
check directly to D. A. Lesser, Chairman 
of the Social Committee, 30 Church, 
New York. Tickets will be sent you by 
return mail.
WILLIAM  TARKINGTON,   Semes­
ter E, Pace Institute, Washington, 
recently accepted a position on the pro­
fessional staff of R. G. Rankin & Com­
pany, public accountants, Washington, 
D. C.
T. G. COUNCILOR, Pace Institute, 
Extension Division, was recently ap­
pointed City Auditor of Winner, South 
Dakota. Mr. Councilor has installed 
a complete accounting system for the 
city, and reports that he is much 
pleased with his new work.
Frederick W. Keller
Frederick w. keller, C. P. A. (Mass.), a graduate of Pace Institute, Boston, and for several years a member of the lecture 
staff of that school, died on Sunday, 
March 5, 1922. The direct cause of his 
death was a carbuncle at the base of the 
brain.
At the time of his death, Mr. Keller 
was engaged in professional Accountancy 
practice in the city of Boston. He was 
active in professional circles, and served 
for some time as secretary of the Boston 
Chapter of National Association of Cost 
Accountants.
Mr. Keller s early life was passed in 
Boston where he was educated in the 
public schools, and was later graduated 
from the Bryant & Stratton Commerical 
School. For several years, he acted as 
credit man and cashier for M. Steinert 
 & Sons Company, piano dealers, of Bos­
ton, and later was first assistant in the 
accounting department of Wellington, 
Sears & Company, cotton commission 
merchants of the same city. In 1919, 
Mr. Keller resigned his position with 
Wellington, Sears & Company, and, after 
receiving the C. P. A. degree from the 
State Board of Massachusetts, was en­
gaged in professional Accountancy prac­
tice in Boston until the time of his death.
Mr. Keller’s good-fellowship and op­
timistic outlook upon life won him many 
friends. To quote from a biographical 
sketch of Mr. Keller which appeared in 
the April, 1921, issue of The Pace Stu­
dent :
“Mr. Keller has many friends, be­
cause back of his good-fellowship and his 
optimistic outlook upon life lie the solid 
qualities that one expects to find in the 
make-up of a man who has wrested suc­
cess out of unfavorable circumstances. 
He constantly chooses what is right in 
preference to what is of doubtful pro­
priety. He keeps searching for a way 
to overcome obstacles when they arise, 
and he never gives up till he triumphs 
over them. These qualities of personality 
and character have, of course, had much 
to do with bringing him economic suc­
cess.”
The untimely death of Mr. Keller 
is a loss not only to the Accountancy 
profession, but in a still greater degree 
to his many friends. All who were as­
sociated with Mr. Keller in any way 
during his connection with Pace Institute 
feel that they have indeed lost a friend. 
Their sympathy goes out to the bereaved 
members of Mr. Keller’s family.
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The Question and Answer Department
This Department does not publish answers to all of the questions received, but only to those which 
are deemed to be of general interest to readers of The Pace Student. A communication, in order to 
receive attention, must contain the name and the address of the person asking the question.
Editor’s Note: We are glad to publish a let­
ter from John T. Kennedy, Esquire, with refer­
ence to an answer contained in the February 
issue of The Pace Student. The question related 
to tax matters, and the answer given was in the 
form of a quotation. Mr. Kennedy’s letter with 
respect to the matter is as follows:
I CALL your attention to the answer to the first question in the Question and Answer De­partment in the February issue of The Pace Stu­
dent. The answer states that interest is deduct­
ible on indebtedness incurred to purchase or carry 
any bonds of the Liberty Issues, excepting the 
First 3½s. The statute provides that there may 
be deducted from gross income:
‘(2) All interest paid or accrued within the 
taxable year on indebtedness, except on indebted­
ness incurred or continued to purchase or carry 
obligations or securities (other than obligations 
of the United States issued after September 
24, 1917, and originally subscribed for by the 
taxpayer), the interest upon which is wholly 
exempt from taxation under this title.’
“I ask you to particularly note the part in 
parenthesis. Assume that the taxpayer, during 
January, 1921, bought an obligation of the United 
States which was issued after September 24, 1917, 
the interest on which is wholly exempt from tax. 
If he incurred indebtedness to purchase this bond, 
the interest on that indebtedness would not be 
deductible. If he had been an original subscriber, 
then interest on the indebtedness would be 
deductible. Victory 3¾ Notes were issued after 
September 1, 1917, and the interest upon them is 
wholly exempt from income taxation. If a tax­
payer purchased these, and was not an original 
subscriber, and, in connection with the purchase, 
assumed indebtedness, then interest on that 
indebtedness would not be deductible. Accord­
ingly, the article in question is not correct in 
stating that interest is deductible on indebtedness 
incurred to purchase any of the Liberty Loan 
issues except the First 3½’s.
“Moreover, I note that the answer suggests 
keeping separate accounts for interest received on 
each issue of Liberty Bonds. Such a procedure 
would result in a multiplicity of unnecessary 
accounts. Beginning with 1922, there is imposed 
upon corporations only an income tax, and all 
Liberty Bond interest is exempt from the corpora­
tion income tax. The partial exemptions only 
applied to the excess-profits tax, which was 
repealed, beginning January 1, 1922.
“The instances in which detailed accounting 
classifications for Liberty Bond interest would be
valuable respecting individuals or partnerships are 
rare. All interest on United States obligations is 
exempt from the normal tax on individuals, and 
a considerable amount of interest may be exempt 
from the surtax. Exemptions from the surtax 
include all interest on Liberty 3½ per cent. bonds, 
and on Victory 3¾ per cent. bonds, while on the 
4 and 4¼ per cent. issues, interest is exempt upon 
various amounts of principal (depending on the 
issue), which may reach a total principal of 
$160,000. These partial exemptions are based 
upon the principal of the holdings, and, if holdings 
change during the year, upon the average prin­
cipal. Victory 4¾ per cent. obligations are not 
exempt from surtax. When part of the interest 
is not exempt, an attempt to distinguish between 
exempt and non-exempt interest throughout the 
year would mean an averaging adjustment for 
each change of holdings, instead of one adjust­
ment at the end of the year. Aside from the spe­
cific case of Liberty Bonds, my general experience 
has been that to create accounting classifications 
purely for tax purposes ordinarily involves unnec­
essary work. A better procedure is to have the 
accounting records disclose all necessary facts, and 
to make such analysis at the end of the year as 
may be required to prepare the return. A copy 
of this analysis should, of course, be retained as 
part of the accounting records.”
TO THE best of my knowledge and belief, I remember learning that “capital” is not a liability. A discussion has been going on at my 
place of business about that question. I would 
appreciate it very much if you would outline the 
meaning of “capital” as it appears on the state­
ment of a sole proprietor, and also on the state­
ment of a corporation.
This question can be answered indirectly by 
answering the question “What is a liability?” A 
liability is an obligation to transfer values imme­
diately, or at some future date, to another person 
or persons. Assume the following state of facts:
JOHN DOE
Statement of Assets and Liabilities 
as at January 1, 1922.
Assets . . $25,000.00 Creditors . $ 8,000.00
Capital . 17,000.00
$25,000.00 $25,000.00
The assets are the property rights or values 
invested in the business carried on by John Doe. 
Out of the $25,000.00, Mr. Doe is obligated 
(eliminating the contingency of bankruptcy) to
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turn over to the creditors, eventually, $8,000.00. 
There can be no question, then, as to the fact that 
the Creditor’s item is a liability. On the other hand, 
there will then remain $17,000.00 in the business 
which belongs to Mr. Doe. Since the definition of 
a liability is that it is “an obligation to transfer 
values immediately, or at some future date, to 
another person or persons,” it is evident that this 
$17,000.00 is not a liability, as Mr. Doe will retain 
the $17,000.00 himself.
Carrying the matter one step further, we find 
that Mr. Doe would be obligated to transfer 
$8,000.00 over to the creditors, even though the 
$25,000.00 invested in the particular business were 
dissipated or lost; and he would have to make 
the payment out of his other funds, if he had any, 
barring only the relief he could secure by bank­
ruptcy or compromise. On the other hand, were 
the $25,000.00 invested in the business lost, there is 
no obligation on the part of Mr. Doe to return the 
$17,000.00 to himself, and the capital can not, 
therefore, be a liability.
The argument is sometimes advanced that “the 
business” owes the $8,000.00 to the creditors, and 
that “the business” owes the $17,000.00 to John 
Doe. This conception of things is erroneous. 
“The business” is not a person; the law says that 
John Doe is the business; and that he only owes the 
money to the creditors. John Doe being “the 
business” can not, therefore, owe values to John 
Doe on the capital invested, since then we would 
have the situation of John Doe owing himself—an 
impossible situation. Again, we must conclude 
that capital is not a liability.
Capital, from the accounting view-point, to sum 
it all up, is merely the equity of an individual, or of 
individuals, in a business enterprise—the excess of 
assets over liabilities.
We have the same situation in the case of a 
corporation, so far as the definition of capital is 
concerned. The capital of a corporation is the 
combined amount of capital stock and surplus 
items. Once the capital stock of a corporation 
has been paid in, the original capital remains 
unchanged, and any increase in the capital, due to 
operation, is not merged with the Capital Stock 
account, but is carried separately to a Surplus 
account. The difference between the presentation 
of capital on the books of an individual and on the 
books of a corporation is not a difference in theory, 
but merely a difference in accounting methods.
Legally, in the case of a going concern, and in the 
absence of fraud or bad faith, there is no obligation 
on the part* of the corporation to pay to its stock­
holders any capital or profits, until dividends have 
been declared by the directors. Since there is no 
obligation, there can be no liability, and we must 
conclude, in respect to the corporation, as in respect 
to the individual, that capital is not a liability.
PLEASE tell me how to treat the following:We took over some accounts receivable at less than face value. Later, we realized them in 
full. On the books, what shall I do with the profit?
When accounts receivable are purchased as a 
specific matter for less than their face value, it is 
proper to charge Accounts Receivable Account with 
the face value of the accounts, to credit Cash (or 
other proper account) for the value paid or for the 
liabilities set up, and to credit Reserve for Doubt­
ful Accounts, as follows:
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE . . $10,000.00
To RESERVE FOR DOUBT­
FUL ACCOUNTS................................ $2,500.00
CASH (or other appropriate
account)............................ .................... 7,500.00
For accounts taken over.
As the accounts are collected, entries are passed, 
as follows:
CASH ......... $10,000.00 .................
To ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ................. $10,000.00
For collection of accounts receivable.
As the accounts are collected for which reserve 
has been set up, and it is found that there has been 
no loss from the face value of the accounts, it is 
apparent that there has been a profit, which, in 
the case cited, is in the Reserve for Doubtful 
Accounts. Reserve for Doubtful Accounts should 
therefore be written off to Profit and Loss, and 
the entry would be as follows:
RESERVE FOR DOUBTFUL
ACCOUNTS.......................$2,500.00 ...............
TO PROFIT AND LOSS.......................... $2,500.00
To transfer balance of former to
latter, all accounts having been 
collected in full.
In case the accounts receivable are taken over as 
part of a mixed aggregate of assets, treatment of 
the Reserve for Doubtful Accounts depends on 
actual conditions. Let us assume $100,000.00 is 
paid for a mixed aggregate of assets. The person 
making the purchase must assign a more or less 
arbitrary valuation to the individual asset accounts 
taken over, and will charge these arbitrary valua­
tions to appropriate asset accounts. We will 
assume that included in the assets are Accounts 
Receivable of a face value of $10,000.00, but to 
which is assigned a value of $7,500.00. Assume 
also that a valuation of $75,000.00 is assigned to 
Plant. The remainder, $17,500.00, is therefore 
paid for some asset, such as Good-will. The 
entry would be as follows:
PLANT.......................................... $75,000.00 .................
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE . . 10,000.00 .................
GOOD-WILL............................ 17,500.00 ...............
To CASH (or other appropriate 
account)............................
To RESERVE FOR DOUBT­
FUL ACCOUNTS . . .




On collection of accounts Receivable in full, the 
following entry would be passed:
cash............................ . $10,000.00 .................
To ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ................ $10,000.00
For collection of Accounts Receiv­
able in full.
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It will be remembered that in this circumstance, 
the value assigned to Accounts Receivable—face 
value, $10,000.00, less reserve for Doubtful 
Accounts $2,500.00, or net $7,500.00—was more 
or less arbitrary. In the absence of circumstances 
tending to increase the value of Accounts Receiv­
able over the value at which they were originally 
set up, it is apparent that the valuation assigned to 
the accounts was incorrect, and the Accounts 
Receivable should have been set up at $10,000.00. 
The total value of assets acquired was $100,000.00, 
and since Accounts Receivable were undervalued 
$2,500.00, one or more of the remaining assets 
must have been overvalued $2,500.00.
Good-will is an elastic element, and is the asset 
to which, in all probability, the high valuation was 
assigned. It is proper, therefore, to correct the 
valuation of Accounts Receivable and the old 
value of Good-will by writing off Reserve for 
Doubtful Accounts against the Good-will Account, 




To write off former against latter,
Accounts Receivable having 
been collected in full.
On the other hand, if it appears that assets were 
correctly valued at the date of acquisition, and 
that it was on account of conditions subsequently 
arising that the purchaser was able to realize in 
full on Accounts Receivable, the amount realized 
in excess of the amount originally set up may 
properly be carried to Profit and Loss. The entry 
would be as follows:
RESERVE FOR DOUBTFUL
ACCOUNTS.......................$2,500.00 ...............
To PROFIT AND LOSS .......................... $2,500.00
To transfer balance from former to
latter, Accounts Receivable 
having been realized in full.
In the event of Accounts Receivable realizing 
less than the amount at which they were originally 
set up, the same principle applies. If the lessened 
realization arises because of incorrect valuation of 
the accounts as originally taken over, then it is 
proper to adjust the value of the Accounts Receiv­
able and of the Good-will Account. If, on the 
other hand, the original value assigned to the 
Accounts Receivable was correct, and the lessened 
realization was due to some cause arising sub­
sequent to the date of acquisition of the accounts 
(such as business depression, poor collection 
methods, and the like), then any loss would be 
properly chargeable to the Profit and Loss Account
A PARTNER sold his interest in a partnership operating a large cotton farm, and retired De­cember 31, 1921. This retiring partner managed 
the farm the past year and is to receive one tenth 
of the net profits from operations as compensation 
for his services. There is existing against the farm 
a mortgage of $41,000.00, a part of the original
indebtedness assumed by the partnership when 
the farm was purchased.
For the purpose of determining the commission 
due the retiring partner, shall the interest on this 
farm mortgage be made a charge against the 
net profits from operation or not?
The inclusion or non-inclusion as a charge 
against gross profits, in figuring net profits from 
operation, of interest on the mortgage rests on the 
definition of the words “net profits from operation,” 
and the definition of this term is dependent on the 
understanding of the parties interested. Usually, 
the term “net profits from operations” means the 
result obtained by deducting from gross profits 
all ordinary and necessary expenses in the par­
ticular enterprise. The net profits so obtained 
are differentiated from extraordinary profits, such 
as profit from sale of capital assets.
If the intent of the parties involved in the 
management of the farm was that the term “net 
profits” was to mean any profits, excluding profits 
of this extraordinary nature, we believe it would 
be proper to deduct interest on mortgage from 
gross profit from operation, in determining net 
profit from operations.
A A STUDENT, objects to the expression , “this data” when B, also a student, asks for financial information. B maintains that to be 
strictly grammatical, “these data” is correct; but 
A, agreeing that data is the plural of “datum” and 
that “data” would be proper in a strict grammatical 
sense, contends that according to strict business 
usage “this data” prevails, and, consequently, 
should be adopted. C maintains that the question 
is decided by the reasoning that “data” is a 
collective noun, and should be modified by an 
adjective in the singular.
Best usage prefers the expression “these data”; 
as in the sentence, “These are the data that you 
asked for.” “Data” is the plural of the Latin 
noun “datum.” The singular is rarely used, but 
the plural can not truthfully be considered as a 
collective noun, because we are really considering 
each item separately and not as one unit. It is 
only in case we consider the collective noun as a 
unit that we are permitted to use it with a singular 
verb or modifier.
A NUMBER of subscribers have written to the Editor of The Pace Student asking for in­formation and advice with respect to Federal 
Income Tax and Excess-Profits and War-Profits 
Tax returns. Unless the answer to the ques­
tion asked illustrates principles of accounting 
or business, the editorial policy has been adopted 
of referring subscribers to the representatives of 
the Treasury Department—The Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue, or the local Collector of In­
ternal Revenue. We suggest to subscribers that 
questions should be taken up direct with the 
proper Governmental department, rather than 
with the Editor of this Magazine, or with the 
editor of other publications.
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The Usual Course that a Check Takes 
Before It Is Paid
By Bernard Berggren, Former Student of Pace Institute, New York
T
O MANY people, there is more 
or less mystery attached to the 
course that a check takes from 
the time it is signed until it is re­
turned to the bank on which it is drawn 
and charged to the depositor’s account. 
Especially in a great financial center like 
New York, where the number of checks 
daily passing through the various banks 
approximates a million, the procedure is 
■of particular interest. In explaining and 
clarifying this procedure, let us take the 
case of a particular New York City bank 
and follow through, step by step, the 
various procedures in handling the daily 
volume of checks.
In a certain New York City bank, 
which is a member of the New York 
Clearing House, the checks that are 
received during a particular business day 
take the following course:
The checks deposited in the bank by 
its depositors during the day are first 
proved against the deposit tickets; then 
all checks drawn on New York City 
hanks are separated from those drawn 
■on out-of-town banking institutions. 
The out-of-town checks are sent to the 
Transit Department, where they are 
recorded and then sent for collection to 
the various Federal Reserve Banks 
throughout the United States. The 
New York City checks are then sorted 
in a rack which has several compart­
ments. These compartments bear num­
bers representing the different banks 
that are members of the New York 
Clearing House.
At the end of the day, the checks 
drawn on the various banks are taken 
out of their respective compartments 
and listed. They are then placed in 
separate envelopes and the total amount 
of the checks contained in each envelope 
is recorded on a sheet containing lines 
for the respective banks through which 
the checks are cleared. When these 
checks have been proved, they are taken 
to the New York Clearing House to be 
cleared. Each bank has about seven 
representatives at the Clearing House. 
Four of them carry the checks to and' 
from the Clearing House; two of them 
do the clerical work; and the remaining 
representative distributes the envelopes 
which contain the checks for the various 
hanks.
About ten o’clock in the morning a 
bell rings in the New York Clearing 
House which is a signal for the various 
bank representatives to distribute the 
envelopes, mentioned above, to the re­
spective banks. A fine is imposed upon 
any bank whose representative is tardy. 
Distribution of the checks to the various 
banks takes about ten minutes. The 
two men who do the clerical work are 
responsible for the checks that they 
receive, and they must sign for each 
envelope as quickly as it is given to 
them. One of these clerks writes down 
the amount which appears on the 
envelope on a proof sheet, which is then 
footed and proved against the total of
the white tickets which are received 
with the envelopes. The amounts on 
these white tickets are totaled by the 
bank’s other representative as soon as 
he receives them. When the total 
amount received by the different banks 
and the total amount distributed by 
them have been proved and ■ the dif­
ference determined, the banks are either 
credited or debited with this amount 
at the Federal Reserve Bank where they 
carry a reserve account. As soon as the 
checks received are recorded by one of 
the clerks, they are brought back to the 
respective banks by the messengers that 
brought in the other checks.
The checks are received by the check 
clerk, who has from eighteen to twenty 
regular clerks in his department together 
with about twenty additional clerks 
assigned to him from ten to twelve 
o’clock in the morning. The checks are 
distributed in blocks, after which they 
are taken out of the envelopes and 
assorted according to the different 
ledgers and departments. A total is 
made of each lot of checks; then a 
recapitulation of these checks is made 
and proved to the total on the envelopes.
Verification of Endorsements
The checks are then turned over to 
the signature department where there 
are about ten clerks, together with 
several special clerks assigned from other 
departments during the rush period. 
These clerks examine the indorsements 
and the amounts filled in on the checks, 
after which they are returned to the 
check clerk where they are sorted 
alphabetically, according to ledger ac­
counts. When these checks are put in 
order, they are sent back to the signature 
department to have the signatures 
examined, and are then returned to the 
check clerk where the checks drawn 
on the various accounts are listed and 
the total amount placed on the back of 
the last check drawn on that particular 
account. The checks are then sent to 
the bookkeeping department where they 
are distributed to the various book­
keepers, who post the amounts to the 
various accounts on which the checks 
are drawn. The bookkeepers must 
examine the dates and watch for stop- 
payments and overdrafts on the accounts. 
After the bookkeepers have finished 
with the checks, they are turned over to 
the statement clerk to be posted to the 
statements of the various accounts. If 
there is a large number of checks on any 
one account, they are listed on separate 
sheets and the total is posted on the 
statement and marked “List.” Checks 
are then put through a perforating 
machine (the perforation is changed 
daily) and canceled. They are then 
sent to the statement department 
where they are filed in their respective 
accounts until the end of the month, 
when all checks are returned to the 
depositors with their statements of 
account.
HARRY ARTHUR HOPF announces 
his resignation as organization counsel 
of the Federal Reserve Bank, of New 
York, and the establishment of the firm 
of H. A. Hopf & Company, for the 
practice of management engineering. 
H. A. Hopf & Company will have offices 
in the Barrett Building, 40 Rector 
Street, New York City. Among Mr. 
Hopf’s cooperating associates will be 
Mark M. Jones, formerly of the Thomas 
A. Edison Industries; Raymond C. 
Foster, formerly of E. I. duPont de 
Nemours & Company; and George B. 
Buck, consulting actuary. Mr. Hopf 
will continue to serve the Federal 
Reserve Bank, of New York, in a con­
sulting capacity.
WALTER C. CLEMENS, Class B1324, 
Pace Institute, New York, has accepted, 
through the Pace Agency for Placements, 
Inc., a position as assistant bookkeeper 
with George F. Hinrichs, Inc., 341 
Washington Street, New York City. 
Mr. Clemens was formerly employed by 
George C. Batcheller & Company, 130 
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Cruel Bookkeeping
ACCOUNTING is more and more coming to be discussed in the newspapers and magazines —is 
more and more being accepted as an 
every-day necessity. The following lead­
ing editorial from the New York Times 
is evidence of the general interest in 
the subject:
Commissioner Whalen was most un­
kindly pressed by Mr. Shearn, in the 
hearing before the Transit Commission, 
concerning the details of the city’s 
“profit” on its Staten Island trolley line. 
Why inquire into all those miserable 
questions about taxes and depreciation 
and legal expenses and interest? Mu­
nicipal operation has, we trust, a soul 
above such trifles. They merely bring 
us into the region of “overhead” charges, 
and everybody knows that overhead, 
which is a sad nuisance in any business, is 
absolutely fatal to Government business.
Our occasional and vaunted Post 
Office “surpluses,” for example, would 
vanish, if a fastidious auditor went 
sniffing about the books and insisted 
upon accurate cost accounts. Govern­
ment bookkeeping is a profession which 
stands gloriously apart. Charge up 
nothing to buildings or equipment or 
accumulated investments, and the 
balance on the right side of the books 
can be made to look roseate and flat­
tering. It is all very well for Mr. Shearn 
to argue that any other corporation 
would have had to confess a loss, where 
the city boasted a profit, in running the 
Staten Island line, but what have the 
two things in common? To apply the 
ordinary rules to the keeping of municipal 
operation accounts would be deadly to 
the whole system. It ought to be 
thought of as a cruel and unusual 
punishment forbidden by the Constitu­
tion. The Mayor might take a lesson 
from the Irish steward who, when the 
owner of the estate wanted to look into 
his books, declared that he was not a 
man to put up with an insult like that.
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"Watch Your Speech"
LARGE business organizations, all   over the country, are paying more   and more attention to the speech of 
their employees. Frequently, classes in 
English and Word Usage are held after 
business hours in the offices of these 
organizations. In other cases, em­
ployees are referred to schools specializ­
ing in teaching these subjects. Business 
executives realize that a good vocabulary 
has a dollars and cents value.
Strawbridge & Clothier, the large
Philadelphia department store, is paying 
particular attention to this matter of 
speech improvement. The following 
quotation, taken from the January 
issue of “Store Chat,” the monthly 
publication of Strawbridge & Clothier, 
will be of interest:
“The second week of November, the 
watch-word all over our store was “Watch 
Your Speech.” This care in the matter 
of one’s utterances was engendered by 
the observance of Better Speech Week— 
a national event, participated in by 
many hundreds of business and educa­
tional institutions.
“The object of this nation-wide cam­
paign for better speech was two-fold— 
“1st. To stimulate a love for our 
national language.
“2nd. To incite a desire for personal 
improvement.
“Daily bulletins were issued during 
the week by the Educational Depart­
ment, each one taking up a different 
phase of speech improvement. The 
general subjects of the bulletins were as 
follows:
“1—Incorrect Forms of Speech Com­
monly Heard.
“2.—The Prevalence of Jargon.
“3.—The Right Word in the Right 
Place.
“4.—Overworked Phrases and Slang.
“5.—Make Yourself Rich in Words.
“In all, twelve thousand bulletins 
were distributed during the week, creat­
ing a wide-spread interest in the value 
of correct and pleasing speech.
“Following Speech Week, the bulletin 
boards have contained each week a list 
of six words which are to be defined and 
used daily until they become a part of 
every one’s vocabulary.”
HARRY H. HAIGHT, C. P. A., con­
troller of The Great Atlantic and Pacific 
Tea Company, and for many years a 
member of the Accounting faculty of 
Pace Institute, New York, died suddenly 
at the City Hospital, Boston, Mass., on 
Saturday, March 18, 1922. At the time 
of his death, Mr Haight was in Boston 
on a business trip. The heartfelt sym­
pathy of Mr. Haight’s many friends on 
the executive staff and faculty of Pace 
Institute is extended to his wife and 
children. The funeral was held on 
Tuesday, March 21st, at Mr. Haight’s 
late home, 299 North Grove Street, 
Montclair, N. J.
A complete account of Mr. Haight’s 
career will appear in the May issue of 
The Pace Student.
CHAUNCEY A. OLCOTT, a graduate 
of Pace Institute, Extension Division, 
recently passed the C.P.A. examinations 
in the state of Louisiana, and has been 
awarded his professional degree. The 
Louisiana examinations are given under 
the auspices of the American Institute of 
Accountants.
Mr. Olcott is one of the youngest men 
who ever passed these examinations, 
being now only twenty-three years of 
age. He is a member of the firm of 
Kinard, Hetties & Olcott, accountants 
and auditors, with offices in Monroe, 
Louisiana, and Eldorado, Arkansas.
CRESTON C. BURLEY, Semester D, 
Pace Institute, Washington, is now in 
charge of the accounts of the Alexandria 
Gazette, Alexandria, Va.
JAMES P. BEIRNE, Pace Institute, 
New York, who was formerly with the 
Prest-O-Lite Company, Long Island 
City, recently accepted, through the 
Pace Agency for Placements, Inc., a 
position as assistant bookkeeper with 
Moore & Fisher, 104 East 25th Street, 
New York City.
CHARLES E. STUART, Class F27 02, 
Pace Institute, New York, has just 
accepted, through the Pace Agency for 
Placements, Inc., a position as book­
keeper with Ridley Watts & Company, 
44 Leonard St., New York City. Mr. 
Stuart was formerly with the Oliver 
Typewriter Company, in their New York 
City office.
ERNEST A. HECHLER, who began 
his Accountancy study in the Pace 
Courses, in Newark, and who removed 
to Los Angeles in October, 1920, is 
accountant for the Gay Engineering 
Corporation, refrigerating engineers and 
contractors, in Los Angeles. Mr. Hech­
ler, when first locating in Los Angeles, 
accepted a temporary position on the 
staff of Messrs. Price, Waterhouse & 
Company, and later, on the staff of 
Eugene M. Berger & Co. He is con­
tinuing his studies in the Los Angeles 
Resident School in which the Pace 
Courses are taught.
A man who, by educational short­
cuts, attempts to hasten his busi­
ness advancement is likely to be 
about as successful as the inexpe­
rienced pedestrian who tries to slip 
through a maze of traffic in a crowded 
street and finds he has to turn back 
and use the regular crossing.
Accountancy study at Pace Institute
—For seventeen years, men and women have made preparation in Pace 
Courses for the various state and professional Accountancy examina­
tions, and for executive positions in business. To-day, Pace graduates 
are filling positions of responsibility as practising and as executive ac­
countants—they are finding their services in constant demand.
Pace Courses in Accountancy and Business Administration are con­
stantly available in Resident classes at Pace Institute, New York, Bos­
ton, Washington, and Newark. Write for the Institute Bulletin. If you 
can attend day classes, ask particularly for information concerning the 
unique educational program of the day-school division of Pace Institute.
Pace & Pace
NEW YORK, 30 Church Street
WASHINGTON BOSTON NEWARK
715 G Street, N. W. Tremont Temple 24 William Street
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